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Compared with metal materials, Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) is more excellent in performance, with high specific
strength and high specific modulus. And among various CFRP structural elements, CFRP laminated plates have widespread
applications. However, some indiscernible and hidden primary damage always appears on the CFRP laminated plate and will
continuously evolve and expand after being loaded. +is work starts with the analysis of the relationship between the changes of
the strain distribution and damage expansion of CFRP laminated plates and proposes the damage recognition method of CFRP
laminated plates based on strain information. +en, the CFRP laminate damage monitoring system based on Fiber Bragg Grating
(FBG) sensor is established, and the CFRP laminate damage identification experiment based on FBG sensor is made to verify the
accuracy of the CFRP laminate damage identification method. +e results show that the maximum error between the load when
the damage appears on the FBG sensor and that when the damage of CFRP laminated plates expands based on the simulated
analysis does not exceed 16%. +e accuracy of the damage recognition method of CFRP laminated plates is verified and the
damage recognition of CFRP laminated plates and their expansion process is achieved.

1. Introduction

Compared with metal materials, Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Plastic (CFRP) has good characteristics including high
specific strength, high specific modulus, fatigue resistance,
and high-temperature resistance [1–4]. And among various
CFRP structural elements, CFRP laminated plates are most
commonly used. However, some indiscernible and hidden
primary damage always appears on the CFRP laminated
plates due to defective workmanship, improper trans-
portation, and improper storage and will continuously
evolve and expand after being loaded, which greatly weakens
the mechanical property of CFRP laminated plates and
increases the risk of accidents [5, 6]. Besides, the damage of
CFRP and that of traditional metal and other materials are
distinguished in the mechanism, so some existing damage

detection and monitoring methods are unsatisfactory in the
usual effect. +erefore, it is very significant to recognize the
damage of CFRP and their expansion. +e existing common
methods of the damage detection of CFRP include ultrasonic
testing, radiographic testing, and acoustic emission testing
[7]. Both ultrasonic testing and radiographic testing are
static damage detection methods, which cannot detect the
real-time dynamic of damage during the movement process
of the structure. In the acoustic emission testing method, the
damage is detected by a piezoelectric sensor to capture the
elastic waves released when the deformation or breakage
occurs in materials. However, elastic waves are easy to in-
troduce interference and noise due to the frequency dis-
persion, pattern conversion, attenuation, and interface
reflection during the propagation process in the composites,
and the degumming failure of piezoelectric sensor and
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composites is easily caused in the connection surface so that
this method is difficult to adapt to the complex working
condition of CFRP. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensor is light
in quality, small in volume, easy to be embedded inside
composites, and easy to achieve the distributed measure-
ment, which can, thus, online detect the components and
parts of composites. After FBG sensor technology is in-
troduced to the damage detection of composites, the
shortcomings of conventional damage detection technolo-
gies including ultrasonic testing and radiographic testing can
be effectively overcome. +erefore, those advantages of the
FBG sensor can be used to build the FBG sensor network,
and the distributed FBG sensor can be embedded inside the
CFRP to online recognize its damage and expansion.

Some researchers made the following relevant works for
damage detection of CFRP laminated plates based on FBG
sensor. Okabe et al. embedded FBG sensor in the orthogonal
laminated plate of composites, conducted static and cyclic
loading experiments, and observed the spectral change of
FBG sensor. +eir results showed that the FBG sensor was
more effective in static loading experiments and verified the
applicability of the FBG sensor [8–12]. Pereira et al. em-
bedded FBG sensor inside the composites, simulated and
output the reflection spectrum shapes of FBG sensor cor-
responding to the composite structure under different crack
conditions, and utilized the shape change of FBG sensor
reflection spectrum to inspect the generation and expansion
of the delamination damage and crack damage of composite
structure, which theoretically verified the feasibility of this
method to recognize the generation and expansion of the
delamination damage and crack damage of composites
[13–15]. Takeda et al. researched the detection of micro-
scopic damage inside composites through experiments and
researched the relationship between the number of matrix
cracks and FBG sensor reflection spectrum through em-
bedding FBG sensor inside the laminated composite plate.
+eir results showed that spectral width gradually increased
with the increase in the number of matrix cracks [16].
Yashiro et al. embedded the broadband-spectrum fiber
grating sensor in the CFRP composites and conducted
tensile experiments for the laminated plates. +e changes of
spectrum recorded in their tensile experiments suggested
that the spectral change of broadband-spectrum fiber grating
sensor was affected by the concentrated stress and damage of
laminated plates [17]. Güemes et al. conducted the damage
detection by embedding FBG sensor inside composites in
combination with acoustic emission technique and three-
point bending tests were performed for composite laminated
plates. During their test process, the interference of other
signals was effectively avoided and the behaviors of the
delamination of laminated plates and the expansion of
transversal cracks were recognized [18]. Yu et al. applied the
FBG sensor with wide broadband and high sensitivity in
composites for the acoustic emission testing, proposed a new
method to recognize the types of damage in carbon fiber
laminated plate, and analyzed the LambWaves modes of the
three different characteristics measured by FBG sensor
caused by transversal cracks, delamination, and fiber
breakage [19].

In summary, researchers generally applied the spectral
change of FBG sensor to judge damage changes of composite
laminated plates or combined FBG sensor technology with
acoustic emission technique to prepare a new type of FBG
sensor to recognize damage. Real-time online detection is
very difficult to be achieved through spectral recognition.
+is work embedded the FBG sensor inside the laminated
plate. Based on the damage theory for composites, the real-
time monitoring system for the damage of CFRP laminated
plates based on FBG sensor is constructed. +rough sim-
ulated analysis and experimental study, the relationship
between strain and damage is detected by the FBG sensor so
that the recognition of the damage of CFRP laminated plates
and their expansion process is achieved.

2. Principle of Damage Identification Based on
Strain Information Using Embedded
FBG Sensors

2.1. Principle of Embedded FBG Sensors. +e sensing prin-
ciple of the FBG sensor is shown in Figure 1. Incident light is
the broadband spectrum including multiple wavelengths.
When incident to the grating region, only the optical waves
with particular wavelength are reflected while other waves
are not affected and directly continue to propagate along the
fiber through the grating position. +e wavelength of re-
flected waves is the Bragg wavelength:

λB � 2neffΛ. (1)

In equation (1), λB refers to reflect the wavelength of
Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG), Λ refers to the cycle of grating,
and neff refers to the effective refractive index of the grating.

According to elastic mechanics, elastooptical effect,
thermal-optical effect, and the thermal expansion effect, the
offset of the central wavelength of FBG can be expressed

ΔλB � λB(α + ξ)ΔT + λB 1 − Pe( Δε. (2)

In equation (2), ΔT refers to the temperature change of
Fiber Bragg Grating, α refers to the coefficient of thermal
expansion of fiber, ξ refers to the thermal-optical coefficient,
λB refers to the initial wavelength value, Δε refers to the
strain variation of Fiber Bragg Grating, Pe refers to effective
elastooptical coefficient, and the grating used in this work is
quartz material with elastooptical coefficient ofPe � 0.22 [9].
When the FBG sensor is in the constant temperature field,

ΔλB � λB 1 − Pe( Δε � Kεε, (3)

where Kε refers to the strain sensitivity of the grating sensor.
It can be seen from equation (3) that the offset of the central
wavelength of reflectance spectrum is only affected by the
changes of stress field of FBG sensor in case of invariable
external temperature; under the external stress field, the
grating will cause the variation of grating period Λ and
refractive index neff , thus causing the change of FBG re-
flection wavelength and reflection spectrum. +erefore,
corresponding stress-strain information can be gained
through the detection of the change of the central wave-
length of the FBG reflection spectrum.
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As shown in Figure 2, the wavelength-division multi-
plexing technology is one of significant advantages of the
FBG sensor [20]. Multiple gratings are welded on fiber, and
one independent and different wavelength interval is dis-
tributed in every grating within the available range of de-
modulator. +e reflection peak of gaining every grating
varies the change measured within the wavelength range.
One set of demodulation equipment is applied to detect the
composite spectrum formed by the reflection spectrum of all
gratings. +e central wavelength drift of each grating is
gained within each independent wavelength interval dis-
tributed in advance to achieve the distributed measurement.

2.2. Damage Recognition Principle of CFRP Laminated Plates
Based on FBG Sensor. When CFRP laminated plates are
loaded, their damage will continuously expand with the
increase of bearing load. During this damage expansion
process, the change of strain among the layers of CFRP
laminated plates will be very dramatic. +erefore, as shown
in Figure 3, this work extracts the strain information among
layers during the damage expansion process and builds the
mapping relation between the strain information among the
layers of CFRP laminated plates and the damage expansion
degree. In this research, the FBG sensor is embedded inside
the CFRP laminated plate. FBG sensor detects the strain
information among layers and captures the change of the
strain among lawyers to recognize the damage and their
expansion, thus achieving the damage recognition method
of CFRP laminated plates based on FBG sensor.

3. Simulated Analysis for the Damage of CFRP
Laminated Plates

+is study adopts the CFRP laminated plate with a length of
270mm, width of 31mm, thickness of 1.6mm, 8 layers, the
layout way of [02/902] s, each thickness of 0.2mm, and
FAW200RC38 unidirectional carbon fiber prepreg. In order
to simulate the hidden original damage caused by process
defects, the drilling in CFRP laminates was taken as the
original prefabricated damage, where hole diameter is 1mm.
+e structure and dimension of CFRP laminated plates are
shown in Figure 4.

+e detailed processes of finite element simulation
analysis are shown as follows:

(1) +e finite element model for the tensile and load
damage of CFRP laminated plates is built in ABA-
QUS. +e structure and dimension of CFRP lami-
nated plates are shown in Figure 4, where the
structure in plane of CFRP laminated plates is the
continuum shell element with the thickness of
0.19mm and that among layers is interface layer
element with 0.01mm, both of which apply offset
form to generate the grid.+e offset direction is set to
point on the lower surface of the laminated plates to
their upper surface. +e generated finite element
model is shown in Figure 5.

(2) Relevant material attributes and contact attributes
are defined. +e density, elastic parameters, and
Hashin damage criterion parameters are given to the
plane element of CFRP laminated plates. +e layers
are defined in accordance with the predetermined
scheme. +e element deletion is set to start when the
maximum stiffness reduction of the element is 1; that
is, when the damage variable of one element reaches
1, this element will be deleted from the model. +e
interface layer element among the layers of CFRP
laminated plates is assigned.+e physical thickness is
assigned as 0.01mm, the maximum stiffness re-
duction of the element is assigned as 1; that is, when
the damage variable of one element reaches 1, this
element will be deleted from the model, and the bulk
viscosity coefficient is defined as 0.00001 to improve
the convergence of interface layer element.

(3) +e applied tensile load and boundary conditions are
determined. A reference point RP-1 was established
on the right side of CFRP laminated plates. +e fixed
constraint is imposed on the left end of CFRP
laminated plates, the rigid coupling constraint which
is built between the right end of CFRP laminated
plates and the reference point RP-1 is built, and the
tensile displacement is imposed on this reference
point as shown in Figure 6.

(4) +e solutions are output. In the output manager, the
stress and strain of each layer of CFRP laminated
plates and the element among layers are set and
output.

With the section from the edge of the hole to the right
end of laminated plates as the analysis object, creating the
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Figure 1: Sensing principle of FBG.
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Figure 4: Structure and dimension of CFRP laminated plates.

Figure 5: Finite element model for the tensile and load damage of CFRP laminated plates.
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path shown in Figure 7 in the model, the strain between the
first layer and the second layer of each point in the path is
extracted in the simulation results and the changing situ-
ation of the strain among layers of the load is analyzed.

As shown in Figure 8(a), the tensile displacement in the
end is increased from 0.3mm to 1.5mm, and the maximum
strain among layers of CFRP laminated plates appear near
the hole; as tensile displacement increases, the strain among
layers of each point gradually increases and the difference
between maximum and minimum strains also increases.

As shown in Figure 8(b), the tensile displacement in the
end increases from 1.5mm to 1.6mm and the strain among
layers of the part near the hole produces saltation and de-
creases. At this time, CFRP laminated plates begin the
damage expansion while the strain of the element far away
from the hole continues to increase due to no damage; CFRP
laminated plates restart the stress-strain distribution during
the process that the end displacement increases from 1.6mm
to 1.8mm.

As shown in Figure 8(c), the strain among layers of the
part near the hole does not increase with the increase of
tensile displacement in the end from 1.8mm to 2.1mm but
irregularly fluctuates, which suggests that CFRP laminated
plates are redistributing the stress strain.

In summary, damage of CFRP laminated plates expands
from the prefabricated damaging hole to both ends with the
increase of tensile displacement of ends, causing that the
strain between the first layer and the second layer of CFRP
laminated plates. +erefore, damage to CFRP laminated
plates can be detected according to the strain distribution
changes among layers of laminated plates.

As shown in Figure 8, when damage appears near the
hole of CFRP laminated plates, the strain among layers near
the hole fluctuates. Such fluctuation can be regarded as the
sign of damage. In order to further analyze the relationship
between strain fluctuation and damage expansion, five areas
(A, B, C, D, and E) are selected as shown in Figure 9, where A
is nearest to the hole and E is farthest away from the hole.
+e strain-displacement curve graph is gained as shown in
Figure 10 after the change of the strain among layers with the
tensile displacement of ends.

(1) +e simulation results show that damage appears
when the displacement in the ends of CFRP lami-
nated plates is 1.5mm, so the strain among layers of
five areas (A, B, C, D, and E) increases linearly and
does not fluctuates when the displacement is less
than 1.5mm.

(2) When the displacement reaches 1.5mm, damage
appears in the element near the hole, its strain
rapidly decreases, and the stress-strain distribution is

reperformed; the element far away from the hole has
no damage, and its strain continues to increase, so
the curve rate of the strain among layers of area A
becomes negative, and its strain among layers has a
decreasing trend, causing that the curve rate of the
strain among layers of areas B, C, and D slightly
descends.

(3) As the tensile displacement in the ends continues to
increases, its damage degree becomes more and
more serious and the damage range is larger and
larger. Strain among layers of the part near the hole
fluctuates and such fluctuation becomes smaller and
smaller while that of the part without damage has no
relevant changes. +erefore, the curve of strain
among layers of area A firstly increases and then
decreases, that of areas B, C, and D suddenly turns
negative in rate and fluctuates, and that of area B
increases all the way.

+erefore, damage of CFRP laminated plates and their
expansion can be recognized according to the curve rate of
the strain between the first layer and the second layer of
CFRP laminated plates.

4. Experiment

4.1. Design and Preparation of Experimental Parts. +is ex-
periment designs and prepares two CFRP laminated plates
embedded with the FBG sensor, named as testing samples A
and B, respectively. +e dimension, laying angle, number of
layers, and location of prefabricated damage of two CFRP
laminated plates are the same as the testing samples used in
Section 3.

+e basic process of preparing the test sample is as
follows: pretreating the prepreg, laying the prepreg, em-
bedding the fiber grating string, vacuum sealing, putting it
into the autoclave, and maintaining the preset temperature
and pressure in the tank. Time until the prepreg is com-
pletely cured, after curing, takes out the product and per-
forms necessary postprocessing and connects the fiber
grating string to the jumper and punch hole.+e FBG sensor
is located between the first and second layers of CFRP
laminated plates, where the embedded location of the FBG
sensor is shown in Figure 11. FBG5 is located in the middle
of the laminate. Five FBG sensors are used in this experi-
ment, consisting of grating string 1 (there are two gratings
on fiber) and grating string 2 (there are three gratings on a
fiber). +e initial central wavelength distributed to the
sensors FBG1, FBG2, FBG3, FBG4, and FBG5 is 1530 nm,
1530 nm, 1540 nm, 1540 nm, and 1550 nm, respectively. +e
FAW200RC38 unidirectional carbon fiber prepreg produced

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of boundary conditions.
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by Zhongfu Shenying Technology Co., Ltd. is adopted in the
experiments, the autoclave forming process is adopted to
prepare the carbon fiber/epoxy resin composite laminated
plates, and the main compositions of prepreg is T700 carbon

fiber and epoxy resin. According to the preset scheme,
BOSCH electric drill is used to drill the CFRP laminated
plate for prefabricated damage after the preparation of CFRP
laminated plates is completed.
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Figure 8: Strain among layers of CFRP laminated plates. (a) Strain among layers of CFRP laminated plates in the case of the tensile
displacement of ends of 0.3mm–1.5mm. (b) Strain among layers of CFRP laminated plates in the case of the tensile displacement of ends of
1.5mm–1.8mm. (c) Strain among layers of CFRP laminated plates in the case of the tensile displacement of ends of 1.8mm–2.1mm.

Figure 7: Pick path for the strain of CFRP laminated plates.
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4.2. Experimental Setup. As shown in Figure 12, this ex-
periment adopts DDL100 microprocessor-control electronic
universal testing machine to load testing samples and uses
the Gaussian photoelectric OPM800 demodulator to de-
modulate the wavelength, to gain the wavelength infor-
mation of FBG sensor of testing samples A and B under same
tensile load and displacement, respectively.

4.3. Experimental Procedure. DDL100 microprocessor-
control electronic universal testing machine is adopted to
load the testing samples A and B of CFRP laminated plates
embedded with FBG and the load speed is set as 50N/s.
During the load process, the Gaussian photoelectric
OPM800 demodulator is used to demodulate the wavelength
of five FBG sensors during the load process with a frequency
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Figure 9: Five areas (A B, C, D, and E) of CFRP laminated plates.
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of 1Hz. Information of the strain among layers of testing
samples is acquired based on the wavelength information of
the FBG sensor so as to recognize the damage generation and
expansion process of CFRP laminated plates under the
tensile load. All testing samples are loaded under the same
experimental conditions.

In order to verify the experimental results, the Olympus
epoch 100 phased array ultrasonic flaw detector was used to
scan the embedded parts of five FBG sensors on the CFRP
laminate before and after the tensile test, and the five parts
were, respectively, recorded as scanning spot 1 to scanning
spot 5. Ultrasonic waves are reflected on the upper surface
of the probe and the CFRP laminate and displayed as
beginning waves. After penetrating the CFRP laminate,
they are reflected at the lower surface of the CRRP laminate
and displayed as final waves. If there is no damage inside
the CFRP laminate, the part between the beginning wave
and the final wave is uniformly light-colored; if there is a
certain degree of damage inside the CFRP laminate, the
part between the beginning wave and the final wave will be
messy; if the CFRP laminate has a very serious internal
damage, the final wave will be difficult to identify and even
disappear.

4.4. Experimental Results. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the
change condition of the offset of FBG sensor wavelengths in
embedded testing sample A and testing sample B with the
time.

(1) In the initial tensile stage, the offset of the central
wavelength of the FBG sensor linearly increases with
the increase of tensile displacement.

(2) When the tensile load is increased to a certain value,
the offset of the central wavelength of sensor FBG1
decreases after the peak value. According to previous
simulation analysis, the damage appears in testing
samples at this time. +e obvious rattle in the ex-
perimental procedure also verifies the appearance of
damage.

(3) With the continuous increase of the tensile load, the
damage which appeared in the area of the sensor to
FBG1 also has a certain effect on other areas. +e
offset of the central wavelength of sensors FBG2,
FBG3, and FBG4 shows a similar change rule to the
sensor FBG1 successively, which suggests that the
damage also appears in the areas of FBG2, FBG3, and
FBG4.

Universal testing machine
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machine control 

system

Control cabinet

ComputerDemodulator

Embedded FBG CFRP 
laminate test piece

(a)

Embedded FBG CFRP
laminate test piece

Control cabinet

Computer

Universal testing
machine

Demodulator

(b)

Figure 12: Experimental system. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental system. (b) Material diagram of the experimental system.
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(4) In the whole tensile process, the area of FBG5 has no
damage and the offset of the central wavelength of
sensor FBG5 increases with the increase of tensile
load all the way.

In order to further verify the accuracy of the FBG sensor
in detecting damage, according to the time when the grating
center wavelength reaches the maximum offset, the corre-
sponding tensile load of each FBG sensor area is extracted
from the load-time curve of the universal testing machine
and compared with the theoretical value. +e errors are
shown in Table 1, where the minimum error is 2.2% and the
maximum one is 15.6%.

+e damage area detected by the FBG sensor and the
result of the ultrasonic measurement is contrasted. Fig-
ures 14 and 15 show the results of ultrasonic scanning of
testing samples before and after the tensile experiment,
respectively. Before the experiment, the colors of the central
area of the beginning wave and the final wave are uniform.
+e performance of CFRP laminated plates is good, and no
damage appears. After the experiment, the end waves of the
first four scanning spots become disorderly unsystematic
and difficult to be recognized, the area of central area of the
beginning wave and the final wave becomes smaller, the

color distribution becomes uneven, and the damage appears
in the scanning area of CFRP laminated plate test article.
Beginning waves and final waves of scanning spot 5 before
and after the experiment are hardly different, and this spot
has no damage.

5. Discussions

(1) +is work contrasts the load when the damage ap-
pears on the FBG sensor in the experimental pro-
cedure and the load when the damage of CFRP
laminated plates expands by the simulated analysis.
It is found that there are certain errors between
experimental results and simulation results due to
the influence of the errors of testing samples prep-
aration process and experimental setup, but the
maximum error does not exceed 16%. +is verifies
the accuracy of the FBG sensor for damage detection.

(2) +e damage area measured by each FBG sensor and
that detected by phased array ultrasonic fault de-
tector are compared. +ey have good consistency,
which verifies the accuracy of the FBG sensor to
detect damage area and expansion.
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Figure 13: Curve of the offset of the central wavelength of the FBG sensor with time. (a) Measurement date of test article A. (b)
Measurement date of test article B.

Table 1: Analysis of the experiment results of testing samples A and B.

FBG1 FBG2 FBG3 FBG4 FBG5
Simulation value 25267N 26766N 28491N 30179N —
Testing sample A 22300N 23250N 24050N 28000N —
Error 11.7% 13.1% 15.6% 7.2% —
Testing sample B 21550N 24250N 24700N 29500N —
Error 14.9% 9.4% 13.3% 2.2% —
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6. Conclusions

In this work, a suitable failure criterion is firstly selected in
ABAQUS for the simulation analysis of the initial damage and
their damage of CFRP laminated plates, which provide a
foundation for the damage recognition method of CFRP
laminated plates based on strain information. +en, the
mapping relation between the changes of strain distribution
between the first layer and the second layer of CFRP laminated
plates and the damage expansion evolution is gained based on
the results of simulation analysis and the damage recognition
method of CFRP laminated plates is built. Finally, with dis-
tributed FBG sensor as the key component, the damage
monitoring system of CFRP laminated plates based on FBG
sensor is built and the sensor recognition experiment of CFRP
laminated plates based on FBG sensor is made, which verifies
the reliability of the damage recognition method of CFRP
laminated plates. +e experimental results and simulation
results have good consistency, and the maximum error does
not exceed 16%, which verify the accuracy of the FBG sensor
for damage detection.+e damage area measured by each FBG
sensor and that detected by phased array ultrasonic fault

detector are compared, which verifies the accuracy of FBG
sensor to detect damage area and expansion.
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